Recently, to efficiently support the real-time requirements of RTLS( Real Time Location System) services, interest in the main memory DBMS is rising. In the main memory DBMS, because all data can be lost when the system failure happens, the recovery method is very important for the stability of the database. Especially, disk I/O in executing the log and the checkpoint becomes the bottleneck of letting down the total system performance. Therefore, it is urgently necessary to research about the recovery method to reduce disk I/O in the main memory DBMS. Therefore, In this paper, we analyzed existing log techniques and check point techniques and existing main memory DBMSs' recovery techniques for recovery techniques research for main memory DBMS.
INTRODUCTION
The fast and efficient processing about complex spatial data has been urgently required in GIS applications such as RTLS(Real Time Location System) depending on development of geographic information system technology. To achieve this, A Study on Main memory DBMS about that entire database resides in main memory are currently underway. these main memory DBMS can lose the whole database by an unexpected glitch such as system error, transaction error, computer malfunction, etc [1] [2] [3] .
Therefore, it is necessary to maintain log information to disk for backup of the database files and transaction processing for recovery. However, log records for recovery and incurred disk IO during the course of performing checkpoint are important factor to degrade the performance of the system. Therefore, we need the efficient recovery system which can reduce disk IO in order to maximize the system performance.
Current main memory DBMS occurs a lot of disk operations and disk space become less efficient. Because it is a way to save a copy of the data space to perform transactions at the checkpoint that has been updated by the dual disk. Thus, Recovery Techniques are very important to maintaining the consistency of main memory DBMS through managing transaction log while minimizing the overhead for disk IO in main memory DBMS. And Also, Changed data by transaction perform an effective checkpoint to maintain consistency.
In this paper, we analyze the existing log technique, checkpoint technique and main memory DBMS recovery techniques for research of main memory DBMS recovery technique.
LOG TECHNIQUE
Record of the log is essential for recovery in main memory DBMS. But At this point, overhead about occurring disk IO is important factor to degrade performance of the system due to occupy the much part of entire transaction execution time. Existing research to solve that problem can be divided into two techniques; non-volatile memory is used as log storage device and the way to improve the performance of recording the log techniques.
The former technique is the way of electronic hardware solutions, non-volatile memory is used as log storage device to improve performance of system such as battery backup RAM, flash memory. However these techniques have to use JASC 12-2-5 Immediate commit stores changed data during transaction execution in main memory log buffer, log file is recorded all logs of the transaction on the disk before changing the partially committed to committed, and then transaction will complete. This technique has the advantage of simple structure and a short response time of individual transactions in comparison with group completion or pre-completion technique. But because the all log is recorded each transaction log on log file upon completion of transaction, this technique has a disadvantage that frequent disk IO.
Group completion technique is not recorded each transaction log information in the log file. Transaction will commit after all partially commit transaction log is recorded log file in batches saving the each transaction log information in log buffer. It can reduce the number of disk IO. This technique provides better performance than immediately commit technique because of reduction of the number of disk reflection about log buffer information. But, It has a disadvantage that degrade concurrency to maintain lock until partial commit of transaction will commit. One way of log techniques, it solve the degrade concurrency retaining lock of corresponding transaction's resource through transaction's commit is delayed up to specific point at group commit technique [4] .
It released corresponding transaction's resource when transaction is partially commit status, not commit. First of all, it unlock without waiting for disk output the log buffer's contents and allow access to subsequent transaction's resource. And all transaction log about partially commit status in log buffer is recorded in log file in transaction order in batches. Then corresponding transaction commit.
The operations of transaction are processed very quickly in main memory DBMS, But it is required relatively long time to write the log on disk. Thus, if you release the lock before perform this task, transactions waiting for subsequent transaction's resource is able to escape from wait state and It should increase the concurrency.
As a prerequisite to use this technique, concurrency control technique should be used to ensure log's disk output that is completed in order after the start of commit task. For example, if you are using the strict 2PL(2-phase locking), dependence between transaction is maintained and even the resiliency about failure of the system can be guaranteed. Because it does not occur transaction commit than one's depending transaction in advance even if it apply pre-commit.
This technique is no change of the number of log buffer's disk output and the response time of individual transaction by comparing the group-commit. But, it reduce other transaction's lock waiting time waiting for a possessed lock by corresponding transaction and it has the advantage of improving concurrency of transaction performance than group commit [8] .
CHECK POINT TECHNIQUE
There are representative three check point technique in main memory DBMS; transaction consistent check point, action consistent check point, fuzzy check point. Transaction consistent checkpoint perform check point when performing transaction all commit [5] .
This technique, when check point occurs, first all preceding transaction will commit and creation of subsequent transaction is stopped. if preceding transaction is committed, all the actual check point transaction performs and if perform of check point is completed, creation and perform of subsequent transaction is allowed. This technique is maintained transactional consistency on database using check point. In recovery status, there is no need to undo about performed transaction after current check point, it can be restored due to redo about commit transaction's log. However, it has a disadvantage of performance degradation because create, perform of subsequent transaction is stopped during performing check point.
Action consistent check point technique performs check point when action is completed, because transaction consider as continuous act of data base. While performing a check point, all the update operations on the database need to stop and UNDO log and REDO log should be recorded in this technique.
This technique is synchronized with performing of transaction such as Transaction Consistent Check Point, it has a disadvantage of performance degradation because create, perform of subsequent transaction is stopped during performing check point. Fuzzy Check point technique is performed check point asynchronously with other transaction by creating process for perform of check point when check point occurs. Fuzzy check point has superior performance than other checkpoint techniques. Because it proceeds regardless of transaction perform [6] .
Fuzzy Checkpoint technique is difficult to data base consistency during performing of check point. It can be performed simultaneously renew operation transaction and check point about the same main memory data base's page. Thus, when system error occurs during performing of check point, database file on disk will not be able to use recovery. Many systems is used ping-pong update that have two database files on disk to perform the checkpoint alternately [5, 6] . Looking at you through the process of performing this technique, as shown in Figure 1 , when the checkpoint occurs, create a process for check point. After then, check the value of check point position recorded in anchor file, check point performs in corresponding data base file. At that time, check point is performed with other transaction asynchronously.
The performing of check point is completed when it is all reflected in the database file about changed data in main memory data base. At that time, the value of check point position in anchor file is changed information about other database file to be used in performing the next check point.
This technique can be performed simultaneously update operation transaction and check point about page of same main memory data base. Thus, If a system error occurs during performing of check point, recovery is performed a different data base files. Update page of main memory database must be all recorded two database file in fuzzy check point based on ping-pong update. This technique has a disadvantage of performance degradation to recovery system because twice disk IO on the same page. Also, it need additional space to maintain two database file, occurs management maintenance cost for them.
EXISTING MAIN MEMORY RECOVERY TECHNIQUE
This chapter discusses the existing recovery techniques in main memory DBMS.
A. Dali
Dali is main memory DBMS created at AT&T Bell Laboratories [7] . REDO log and UNDO log is managed by each transaction in order to reduce performance degradation caused by contention between transactions. In transaction is partially commit status, it used pre-commit that transaction REDO log in system global log buffer is moved and it is unlocked before record log on dick. In Dali, it has a disadvantage of performance degradation using act consistent checkpoint technique [8] .
B. Mr.RT
Mr.RT is main memory DBMS created by ETRI in priority [9] . This system uses ECBH and T-tree as the indexing system for efficient access to data that resides in the main memory. It is applied bach configuration to configure the new index at system restart. And it used 2PL-PI based static 2PL for concurrency control. Recovery system is used fuzzy check point, tuple logging technique that is record log related tuple in order to reduce amount of log.
In addition, log buffer is used NYSIMM of stable memory in order to improve the real-time processing. UNDO logs and REDO logs are managed separately to each transaction unit, it reflects only REDO log to disk when transaction is committed like Dali's recovery technique. C. System M System Mis main memory testbed created at university of Princeton. This system consists message server to simulate the application, transaction server to transaction management, log server and check point server to recovery management, lock server to concurrency control. Database is being loaded in shared virtual memory, log server and check point server provides a diversity of options to seek appropriate recovery algorithm on main memory structure.
D. Altibase
Altibase is main memory DBMS created at domestic Altibase company, is shown the latest version of 4.3.1. And Altibase currently has No.1 domestic market share in main memory DBMS. This system solved the problem that is limited space on existing main memory through integrating main memory DBMS to disk DBMS by Hybrid method. Also, it provides log technique based on WAL, support fuzzy check point based on update ping-pong for recovery.
E. TimesTen
TimesTen is main memory DBMS created at TimesTen company, is shown the latest version of 5.1. And TimesTen currently has No.1 global market share in main memory DBMS. For the recovery, it provides immediately commit and group commit and supports transaction consistent check point and update ping-pong technique [10, 11] .
CONCLUSION
Efficient recovery technique is important to stability of database in main memory DBMS Because all stored data in main memory may lose when unexpected situation occurs such as computer failure, system crash, system error, etc.
In this paper, we analyzed existing log technique, check point and recovery technique of existing main memory DBMS for research of recovery technique on main memory DBMS. Results of the analysis of these previous studies, in the future, we should be studied effective recovery technique to solve the problem that is duplicated check point processing on the same page and waste of space in fuzzy check point based update ping-pong which is using the majority of main memory DBMS. 
